
Small rooms like these are often a design dilemmas.  But not any more.   In fact, one can transform

these small rooms to really make a big statement.  How, you ask??  Well here are three was you can

transform  these small rooms into Show Stopper spaces.

Dare to be BOLD with your walls:  A splash of a vibrant color or a  bold wall paper pattern can

transform a space from forgettable to memorable.   A small area is the perfect place to experiment

without overwhelming your senses.  The Powder Room, Foyer, and Mudroom are perfect small spaces

to be Bold and let your creativity shine.  So, don’t shy away from vibrant hues.  A dash of bold color

can turn a powder room into an eye-catching jewel. Use bold pattern wallpaper for the foyer and have

your guest greeted by a gorgeous eye-catching space. Be Bold and showcases your unique style. 

Use creative flooring and floor patterns - Make the floors in your small room a canvas for expressing

your unique style.  A creative style flooring adds the WOW factor to any small space.  For the Foyer,

lay tiles in herringbone or checkered patterns to create a grand look.  In the Mudroom and Laundry

Room, select stylish pattern tiles with bold colors to add pop.  In  the Mud Room and Foyer, add an area

rug that is durable and easy to maintain  for color, pattern, and texture.  So, be creative with the

flooring, add patterns,  color, and texture to express your unique style. 

Creative Inspiring Task Spaces - The task spaces in your home should be more than just functional.

They should inspire you to tackle any chore with gusto.   Add soft tones of color to your laundry room

and office to make both inviting areas.  Add creating seating with color and flair . For example, a nice

chair in a bold color for the Office, or a bench with a lovely pattern cushion for the Mudroom.  

Embrace natural elements like wood to make the space warm and  inviting.  Add wood shelves in the

Mudroom or  Laundry Room for storage.   Use wood furniture in the Office.  Be creative transforming

those small task spaces into inspiring welcoming rooms..  
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These are just three ways you can turn those

challenging small rooms into captivating

experiences. Turn your small room into an

aesthetically delightful retreat. There’s no limit to

how imaginative you can get - show case your

creativity and design your small room with style. 

Want more tips for each room? Subscribe to our

newsletter.  Contact us and in the project

subscription section type NEWSLETTER. 

Want a keen trained designer’s eye to help you

through the process?  Well...just contact us.  We can

help turn your small room into a space that reflects

your unique style . 

designing your vision  

we bring your ideas to life 

Ever find yourself puzzled over how to jazz up
or infuse your personality into common small
rooms in your home? 

You know the ones. The powder room that’s
purely practical. The overlooked mudroom
covered in, well...mud. The foyer that’s more
forgettable than grand. The hustle-hub office
that’s strictly business. Or, the laundry room
where style is hung out to dry. 
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